Principles of Adult Learning: A Brief Overview

Adults learn better when:

- Learners are active contributors to their learning
- Content relates to a learner’s current work or life experience
- Content is tailored to a learner’s current or past experience
- Learners have opportunity to identify their own learning goals and direct their education
- The educational setting allows learners to practice what they learn
- The educational setting provides support for self-directed learning
- The faculty and peers provide feedback during the active learning
- The educational setting allows learners to reflect on their learning
- The educational setting provides learning from multiple sensory channels
- The learning environment is safe and free from intimidation
- The content “makes sense” to learners and can be used immediately

When developing the activity, include some of the techniques described below:

1. Solve genuine problems
   - Participants could be prompted to look at their own practice
2. Reflect using analogy/comparison
   - Include cases, comparison of cases and prompts to compare what they are experiencing within their practice
   - Use “if-then” type of statements in discussions
3. Practice
   - Time to practice, interact and discuss new application/strategy/knowledge
   - Any non-educational interventions that include practice
4. Develop framework for application
   - Use commitment to change contracts
   - Create a diagnosis and treatment plan
5. Link new knowledge to previous
   - Need to understand what they know and how a clear vision of what should be achieved
     (Too large a gap or too small a gap lead to lack of motivation. Too large, not achievable; too small, not worth it.)
6. Involve learner in the learning process
   - For learning to occur, the learner must be alert, attentive and engaged in the process. To assure engagement, involve learners in tasks that require application of knowledge in patient care
7. Seek environment that encourages critical self-reflection and peer collective inquiry
   - Adults use self diagnostic model, peer collective inquiry, and safe and effective reflection
8. Avoid authority position
   - Move from unequal status of teacher and student
9. Feedback
- Provide feedback with good performance measures

10. Process information from multiple sensory channels
- People have different learning and cognitive styles, use a variety teaching styles to accommodate all

11. Address practical problems with useful and immediate application
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